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 Scotland’s Hate Crime Act may have done us all a favour
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 10, 2024

"Scotland’s Hate Crime Act has, by common agreement, been an unmitigated disaster," writes Iain Macwhirter, "but it may inadvertently have...
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 Police chief reveals SNP could extend hate crime laws to offer trans people more protection
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 10, 2024

Following activation of the Scottish Hate Crime Act, which created the offence of 'stirring up' hatred against the protected characteristic...
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 JK Rowling is wasting police time with hate law ‘provocations’, suggests SNP
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 10, 2024

JK Rowling “wasted” police time and attacked Scottish “societal values” when she misgendered a series of high-profile trans women in...
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 Make universities name secret foreign donors, academics say
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 10, 2024

Universities must be forced to disclose where millions in secret funding comes from, a coalition of more than 120 leading...
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 Rishi Sunak as committed to banning conversion therapy as ever
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 10, 2024

A report that Rishi Sunak has “completely killed” plans for a 'conversion therapy' ban that would threaten the free speech...
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 NHS to review all transgender treatment, amid “exceptionally toxic” debate
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 10, 2024

Dr Hilary Cass has published her long-awaited review into support and treatment offered to children who claim they are transgender...


 

 Free speech in free fall
by Esther Hartley
 April 9, 2024

Click here to read the article This leaves the cause of free speech, in all its ugliness and chaos, a...
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 Scotland’s hate crime act is stifling academic freedom
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 9, 2024

There are deep concerns among academics and researchers at Scottish universities regarding the impact the country’s new Hate Crime Act...
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 Scotland’s Hate Crime Act being “exploited” to fuel personal and political vendettas
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 9, 2024

Police Scotland cannot cope with the deluge of hate crime complaints under the country's new Hate Crime Act, frontline officers...
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 Disbelief as undermanned Royal Navy spends £2.4 million diversity and inclusion team
by Frederick Attenborough
 April 8, 2024

The Royal Navy has splashed out £2.4million on dedicated diversity and inclusion staff in recent years, promoting a divisive, Critical...
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Football fan banned over gender critical posts after ‘Stasi’ Premier League Investigation
 April 8, 2024
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House arrest for people deemed likely to commit hate-crimes in Justin Trudeau’s Canada
 April 6, 2024
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Banning Islamophobia: Blasphemy Law by the Backdoor
 March 4, 2024
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Harvard Professor needed armed protection after publishing research that challenged woke orthodoxies
 February 20, 2024
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